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Harlem and Abroad
NOTES

TO AN INTERNATIONAL ‘RENAISSANCE’

Like other intractable figures of the
Harlem Renaissance, the
movement’s visual artists sometimes
exceeded their expected parameters,
and thus their anticipated
representativeness of a locality. Their images, in other
words, did not automatically disclose Harlem-bound or even
US-bound concerns. Now familiar through continual
reproduction in exhibition catalogues, scholarly monographs
and literary compendia, certain artworks from the period –
such as Archibald J. Motley’s Blues (1929; Figure 1) and
Aaron Douglas’s Congo (c. 1928; Figure 2) – subverted any
definition of the Harlem Renaissance that would hinge on a
narrowly delimited urban geography or national imaginary.
Motley, who painted ‘Blues’ during a stint in Paris (rather
than in his native Chicago, or Harlem), explained that his
subjects – musicians and dancers in a café ‘practically on
the outskirts’ of town – were ‘all people from Senegal,
people from Martinique . . . people from North Africa and
French people, but no Americans’ (Barrie np). Douglas, from
his Harlem studio, differently dreamed up mystic rituals
performed in a timeless Africa, and cultivated a modernist
sensibility by fusing Art Deco aesthetics and Ancient
Egyptian figuration.1
Moreover, and besides manifesting in subject matter
and style, Harlem Renaissance internationalism developed
through direct cross-cultural encounters. The
transcontinental itineraries of Harlem Renaissance artists
are by now well documented in literary and historical
scholarship and in art-historical projects. However, whereas
previous work has largely focused on ‘New Negro’ and
diaspora connections, my premise here is that international
conceptualisations of a ‘renaissance’ also merit
consideration. Examining the term’s evolution abroad offers
a framework for situating interrelated developments in
places like Oxford, Cairo, Calcutta (now Kolkata) and
Johannesburg in addition to the better-known ‘overseas’
locales of London, Paris and Havana. The purpose of this
inquiry is neither to detract from the importance of Harlem
as a cultural hub, nor to impose an African American model
onto a wider art history. Rather, it is to chart how
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international perspectives fed into and were furthered
through the Renaissance of the 1920s and 1930s in the
United States.
One compelling, if perhaps counterintuitive place to
begin tracking ‘renaissance’ discourse is Oxford University,
where Alain Locke – eventually a key player in the Harlem
Renaissance – arrived to read Philosophy in autumn 1907.
The notion of a black ‘renaissance’ had already surfaced in
Boston in 1901, in a book review by the Guyana-born writer
William Stanley Braithwaite (73; Gates 2), whom Locke
would meet on his return to Harvard University for graduate
school in 1916 (Stewart 274−78). But Oxford was apparently
where the term began to be consistently employed in a
community comprised of young intellectuals from the United
States, India, Ceylon (now Sri Lanka), Europe, Egypt, South
Africa and elsewhere. The coordinating body for this mixed
coterie was The Oxford University Cosmopolitan Club
(Figure 3), founded in spring 1907, which sponsored regular
lectures and gatherings and oversaw the publication of a
journal, The Oxford Cosmopolitan, whose first issue Locke
edited.2 Locke’s biographer Jeffrey Stewart has proposed
that the Cosmopolitan Club’s activities in 1907–1909 directly
informed Locke’s later project of ‘using art to activate an
anti-imperialist African Diaspora renaissance centred in
America’ (150).
Taking cues from Stewart, it is possible to read this
‘renaissance’ discourse as undergoing a kind of
internationalisation at Oxford, where a handful of
Cosmopolitan Club members, hailing from various parts of
the British Empire, contributed ideas spawned from homegrown nationalist movements that had already adopted the
term and/or variations thereof. The discourse is partly
evident in the abbreviated essays that appeared in the
Cosmopolitan: Satya V Mukerjea praised the Bengali editor
and writer Bankim Chandra Chatterji (aka Bankimchandra
Chattopadhyay) ‘as a representative and significant figure of
the Indian Renaissance’ (10); and Hamed El Alaily paid
homage to the Egyptian nationalist Mustafa Kamil as
engineer of ‘an Islamic renaissance, based upon science
and freedom of thought’ (22). Locke himself does not seem
to have employed ‘renaissance’ in print at this early date,
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Figure 1. Archibald J. Motley Jr., Blues, 1929, oil on canvas, 80 × 100.3 cm. Private collection. Image © Valerie Gerrard
Browne / Chicago History Museum / Bridgeman Images.

but he cannot have missed such statements by his fellow
Club members. He must also have registered a parallel
rhetoric by his close friend (and Club member) Pixley Seme,
from South Africa, who had won accolades for his ideas on
‘The Regeneration of Africa’.3
Far from being coined by Mukerjea, El Alaily or Seme,
conceptualisations of a ‘renaissance’, ‘awakening’ and
‘regeneration’ gained prominence in wider discourses
associated with Indian, Egyptian and black nationalisms
during the second half of the nineteenth century. What did
these discourses have in common aside from their
momentary convergence at Oxford? And what was their
eventual relationship to the so-called Harlem Renaissance?
Answering these questions requires more than simply
asserting that the Cosmopolitan Club exchanges were clear
antecedents of the Renaissance project in the United
States, wherein Locke was but one of many influential
figures. Nor can it depend on establishing straightforward
‘equivalences’ across contexts. More modestly, I will seek to
chart the historical conditions that allowed the Harlem
Renaissance to arise partly in dialogue with roughly
contemporaneous movements, or what Locke would

characterise as ‘a racial awakening on a national and
perhaps even a world scale’ (Foreword xi).
Introducing his famous New Negro anthology (1925),
Locke sketched a ‘comparison’ between the Harlem
Renaissance (then ‘Negro Renaissance’) and
those nascent movements of folk-expression and selfdetermination which are playing a creative part in the
world to-day. The galvanizing shocks and reactions of
the last few years are making, by subtle processes of
internal reorganisation[,] a race out of its own
disunited and apathetic elements. A race experience
penetrated in this way invariably flowers. As in India,
in China, in Egypt, Ireland, Russia, Bohemia, Palestine
and Mexico, we are witnessing the resurgence of a
people. (Foreword xi; italics added)
Locke’s articulation of ‘race’ here complicates current
understandings of that term. The resurgent ‘people’ he
names are not exclusively African-descended, and past
associations of ‘race’ with colonial science make the
concept now appear out of step with any tenable
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Figure 2. Aaron Douglas, Congo, c 1928, gouache and pencil on paper board, 36.5 × 24.4 cm including border. North Carolina
Museum of Art, Raleigh, gift of Susie R. Powell and Franklin R. Anderson, 2000.11.2 Image © 2019 Heirs of Aaron Douglas /
licensed by VAGA at Artists Rights Society (ARS), NY.
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understanding of political progress. Yet these tensions are
precisely what require careful scrutiny. Not only did Locke
tout ‘racial awakening’ as a necessary precondition to
national independence, but he also took the idea to
encompass upheavals occurring in many places at once,
‘perhaps even on a world scale’, in something like a
zeitgeist of newly decentred global modernity. For Locke,
‘race’ did not exist as a genetically prescribed absolute.
Rather, it had to be fashioned from formerly ‘disunited . . .
elements’ driven by a desire for agency and autonomy.
By contrast, Locke’s view of history clearly verged on the
deterministic, and must therefore be approached with
caution, as should any ambition to chart a unitary or
synchronised discourse of anti-imperialist ‘renaissance’.
Stressing these concerns, literary historians Gang Zhou,
Brenda Schildgen and Sander Gilman have considered the
global dimensions of ‘renaissance’, as a term, by
foregrounding the diversity of the word’s uses, and
endeavouring to ‘see the potential and possibilities of an
idea that travels and manifests itself quite differently at
different times and in different spaces’ (6). Even while
registering historical specificities and disjunctions, my aim
here is to identify features of a common if multifaceted

project whose parameters extend significantly beyond these
scholars’ contention that global ‘renaissance’ projects ‘all
have roots in the early modern evocation of a fantasy of
classical culture’ (2). In sketching the movements adduced
at Oxford, I will argue that the ‘renaissance’ concept
became prevalent during this period as a metaphor for life
after colonisation, and that autochthonous cultures regularly
rivalled the European Renaissance as primary points of
reference.

Eastern Awakenings
The nationalist projects invoked by Cosmopolitan Club
members at Oxford originated among disparate nineteenthcentury intelligentsias in British overseas territories. Under
British rule in South Asia, the phenomenon known as the
Bengal Renaissance – eventually expanded into the ‘Indian
Renaissance’ touted in Mukerjea’s essay (Mitter 239) –
gathered momentum in the 1820s and 1830s with the
activities of Calcutta-based intellectuals advocating a range
of social reforms. Though their strategies and positions
varied, these thinkers generally applied European Orientalist
and post-Enlightenment ideas to championing older forms

Figure 3. Cosmopolitan Club dinner, Oxford University, c.1908. Black-and-white photograph. Alain Locke Papers, 164-207-29,
Manuscript Division, Moorland-Spingarn Research Center (MSRC), Howard University, Washington, DC. Image courtesy of MSRC.
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Figure 4. Abanindranath Tagore. ‘Bharat Mata’, 1905. Watercolour on paper. Rabindra Bharati Society, Kolkata; image
published under fair use.
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of Indian civilisational distinction that contemporary society
could seek to revive. By the 1870s, the writer Chatterji –
known popularly as ‘Bankim’ – rose to distinction as a
central figure in Bengal’s evolving intellectual milieu. Even if
Bankim’s reportedly consistent use of the term ‘renaissance’
(Kopf 3) evades pinpointing in the limited translations of his
voluminous writings, it is possible to discern the circuitous
logic of that overarching idea within his project. Bankim
was by no means averse to accepting or indeed ‘imitating’
Europeans (qtd. in Chatterjee 65). At the same time, he
worked to ‘disanglicise’ and ‘give new life’ to his society by
calling for a popular Bengali literature and editing a
prominent Bengali-language journal (qtd. in Gupta,
Bankimchandra’s Bangadarshan xiv, and Chatterjee 66; see
Chatterji, ‘A Popular Literature’).
At Oxford, Mukerjea’s paper on ‘Bankim and the Bengali
Novel’, although not published in full, must have addressed
the author’s most celebrated work of fiction, Anandamath
(1882), set in West Bengal during the region’s 1770 famine
and ensuing social unrest. Anandamath eulogises Hindu
renouncers who rally around a newly politicised mother
figure. Taking up arms against the British, the renouncers
adopt a battle song, ‘Bande Mataram’ (‘I Revere the
Mother’), that occupies a central place in the novel and
draws power from a ‘massive four-armed statue’ of this
mother figure enshrined in a Hindu temple (149).4 The
novel’s goddess subsequently appears in other guises: an
exquisite ‘Mother-as-she-was’ representing the country’s rich
past; a ravaged ‘Mother-as-she-is’, a version of Kali ‘robbed
of everything’, fuming at foreign occupation; and a proud
‘Mother-as-she-will-be’ marshalling military force to reclaim
her plenitude (149–50). In a move broadly characteristic of
anti-imperialist ‘renaissance’ movements, Bankim transforms
indigenous cultural elements into emblems of a promising
future for an autonomous collective.
Among the Mother’s several incarnations in
Anandamath, her affinity with the Hindu goddess Kali (see
cover image) was foundational to Bankim’s expression of
Indian nationalism. Kali, who haunts cremation grounds, is
the colour of soot and wears a garland of human heads.
Indeed, under colonial rule, ‘the whole land is a burningground’ (150). Primed for death and destruction, Bankim’s
Kali exposes the need for a national rebirth and galvanises
the masses with her fury. Kali later became equally
important to the Swadeshi (indigenousness) movement that
took hold following the announced partition of Bengal in
1905 (Urban 182−88). During the same period, the Calcuttabased artist Abanindranath Tagore rendered and again
transformed the goddess in ‘Bharat Mata’ (Mother India,
1905; Figure 4) — a painting initially conceived as ‘Banga
Mata’ (Mother Bengal) before it was renamed and
reproduced on a Swadeshi banner (Guha-Thakurta 255).
Under both titles, Tagore’s image departed from Bankim’s
arguably narrower inclination towards Hindu
exceptionalism.5 ‘Mother India’ embodied the region or
nation in line with the organic metaphor that animated
‘renaissance’ discourses. Not only did the solitary figure in
‘Bharat Mata’ bear life-sustaining gifts, but also her inviting
and youthful form – rendered in frontal view with arms
outstretched, in flat colour and clear outlines – suggested a

common origin and sanctuary for the country’s population.
The Mother moulded her ‘children’ into a community bound
by imagined kinship and common destiny.
What comes into view with these examples is an urge
towards cultural reinvention on an ever-larger scale.
Confronting deeply sewn colonial divisions, ‘renaissance’
protagonists sought to forge unity on regional, national
and international planes, sometimes all at once. Yet Locke
and his fellow non-Europeans in the Cosmopolitan Club
began to see ‘cosmopolitanism’ as ill-suited to such a
formidable task. For them, Western cosmopolitanism could
too easily amount to exoticism or ethnocentric claims to
universality.6 While a sense of openness to cross-cultural
interaction remained indispensable, cosmopolitanism
risked representing a spurious multiculturalism. Some
Club members acted on these objections by forming
satellite groups aimed at fostering more specific
transcontinental alliances with unambiguously politicised
agendas. One such group was the Oriental Club,
preliminarily founded by Mukerjea with El Alaily and
another student, Farid Nameh.7 The organisation may not
have developed past its preliminary stages –
documentation is scarce – and today it appears
conspicuous for honouring the same term that dominated
Western discourse about the Eastern Other. This
arrangement nevertheless fits comfortably with wider
patterns of ‘renaissance’ thinking during the period.
Polarised constructions of ‘East’ and ‘West’ are
especially exploited in a book that Locke may have helped
write: Lionel de Fonseka’s On the Truth of Decorative Art
(1912) (Stewart 215). Fonseka, a Ceylonese Cosmopolitan

Figure 5. Mahmoud Moukhtar. ‘Nahdat Misr’ (The
Awakening of Egypt), 1919–1928. Stone, public sculpture,
Cairo. Image published in L’Egyptienne 4.38 (1928): np;
reproduced under fair use.
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Club member, devised the text as a philosophical ‘dialogue
between an Oriental and an Occidental’ about the essential
qualities of Eastern versus Western art. Paralleling what
historian Partha Chatterjee has argued about Indian
nationalist thought (36−42), Fonseka inverts the Orientalist
‘problematic’, or set of propositions, according to which
Westerners claim superiority for their culture. Yet, at the
same time, he relied on a rational ‘thematic’, or mode of
argumentation, premised on the East/West binary that
figured so prominently in Orientalism. For Fonseka, Western
art is sententious and affected; deluded in its attempts to
escape convention; excessively focused on personal
experience; narrowly concerned with ‘apish’ representation;
not developed but merely ‘aged’; and indeed ‘dead’
because detached from daily life (5–6, 15–20, 31–35, 49,
89–90, 113). By contrast, according to Fonseka, Eastern art
succeeds where Western art fails. Whereas the West’s only
redeemable artistic expression derived from the authentic
religious culture of the Middle Ages, Eastern art expresses a
‘race-mood’ (81) rather than subjective feelings, and
engages truthfully with its own conventions by centring on
symbolic form – a ‘race-product’ (122) – to convey meaning
through abstract designs. In an era when imperial powers
claimed moral rectitude by peddling self-serving theories of
culture and race, colonised intellectuals mounted a
practicable resistance by seeking to reconfigure those same
theories. ‘Race’, in this setting, signalled new axes of
identity, wherein nascent collectives – regional, national
and supranational – could structure alternative political
destinies by matching and thus diminishing the prestige of
the West. As a remodelled construct, the ‘Orient’ heralded a
resurgent Eastern ‘race’, and art became a platform for
showcasing its virtues.

Other Egyptomanias and Africa
Egypt’s modern ‘renaissance’ (nahda) dated back further
than the nationalist turn celebrated by Locke’s collaborator
El Alaily. In various configurations combining Islamic, Arab,
Ottoman and European cultural elements and policy
initiatives as early as the seventeenth century, the dynamic
of this multifaceted ‘renaissance’ rested generally on a will
towards self-governance tempered by a conciliatory and also
tactical embrace of Western culture. By the late nineteenth
century, against British claims that the country’s
heterogeneous and fissiparous population required foreign
governance (Cromer 126–32, 168–72; Al-Sayyid 157–58;
Fahmy 179), Egypt’s reformers worked to establish grounds
for national solidarity. They pursued this task by
counterbalancing Western-oriented modernisation with new
modes of reviving, fortifying or reformulating autochthonous
identity. As art historian Patrick Kane has noted, Egyptian
artists and intellectuals described their movement as a
‘renaissance’, rather than ‘modern’, because ‘Egypt’s ruling
elite could hardly turn their backs on traditions which could
be embraced politically and ideologically in academic and
religious institutions’ (12). Their models for modernising
tradition nevertheless frequently came from Western
Orientalism.
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Following a familiar path among nahda figures,
Mahmoud Moukhtar, Egypt’s most renowned early-twentiethcentury artist, studied at the Egyptian School of Fine Arts
and the École des Beaux-Arts in Paris, where he later
devised models for what was to become ‘Nahdat Misr’ (The
Awakening of Egypt, 1919–1928; Figure 5) (Gershoni and
Jankowski 33–38; Kane 28–29). Scholars have pointed to
visual evidence to surmise that Moukhtar borrowed ideas
from the work of the French sculptor Frédéric Auguste
Bartholdi, as Bartholdi’s Egypt-inspired designs for ‘Egypt
Bringing Light to Asia’ (1870; later reworked as ‘The Statue
of Liberty’, 1875–1884) and ‘The Lion of Belfort’ (1880) show
similarities to Moukhtar’s later standing woman and sphinx
(Bardaouil and Fellrath 59). Western influences on
Moukhtar’s work may also have been more generalised, as
allegorical figures and archaic references were ubiquitous in
Neoclassical and Romantic repertoires. In any case,
Moukhtar recoded those conventions for a nationalist
purpose. In ‘Nahdat Misr’, the sphinx represents a
civilisational heritage to which all modern Egyptians could
lay claim, regardless of ethnic or religious affiliation. The
standing woman, an exemplary peasant type, embodied the
post-1919 nation-state with a dual gesture of unveiling and
sphinx-rousing. To craft a methodically inclusive
‘renaissance’ image, Moukhtar aligned and empowered
multiple signs of subaltern subjectivity. The statue’s lofty
ideals cannot have reached all Egyptians, however (Colla
232–33), and the statue’s realisation by a state-supported
male artist appears somewhat contradictory from today’s
vantage (Kane 31).
Ancient Egypt became similarly symbolic over roughly
the same period for artists and intellectuals of Sub-Saharan
African descent. When Locke arrived at Oxford in 1907, he
was surely acquainted with African Americans’ long-standing
interest in Egypt as a product of Africa, or ‘Ethiopia’, a word
derived from Ancient Greek and Roman names for the
African continent. Through participation in the Cosmopolitan
Club and a spinoff group, The African Union Society,8 Locke
witnessed first-hand how his friend Seme – future founder
of the African National Congress in South Africa (Walshe 32–
37; Rive and Couzens 9–11; Saunders 207–08) – had
affirmed and adapted this discourse. Seme noted in a
speech delivered at Columbia University in 1906 that, ‘All
the glory of Egypt belongs to Africa and her people’ (405).
Literary critic Ntongela Masilela places Seme’s
‘Regeneration of Africa’ among the seminal early texts of
South Africa’s New African Movement of the 1880s–1950s
(Historical Figures 1). As Masilela documents, that
movement drew liberally on pan-Africanist and New Negro
discourse as well as black literature and popular culture
from the United States and Caribbean (‘New Negroism’). By
celebrating the great pyramids of Ancient Egypt and Ethiopia
as ‘indestructible memorials of great and original genius’
(405), Seme followed similar claims by myriad New World
‘Africans’ who theorised Africa’s ‘regeneration’ as an entry
into modernity via the spirit of past civilisation. For Seme,
the catalyst for modernisation would be an ‘awakened
race-consciousness’ that would ‘raise the anxious
and aspiring mass to the level of their ancient
glory’ (407–08).
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103–04). ‘The shadow of a mighty Negro past,’ Du Bois had
written in 1903, ‘flits through the tale of Ethiopia the
Shadowy and of Egypt the Sphinx’ (The Souls 3). Ancient
Egypt hence stood for the entire African continent across
time. This metonymic operation effected an ‘erasure of
“Africa”’ (Ater 115), by way of the same telescoping logic that
guided Fuller’s figure representing Ancient Egypt,
representing Africa, representing the ‘Negro Race’.
Even if Fuller’s ‘Ethiopia’ today stands for diaspora
consciousness within the canon of Harlem Renaissance art,
it is worth taking stock of how ‘race’ thinking began to shift
during the same period, especially through alternate
engagements with the ‘Negro past’ and with different forms
of African material culture. Ater is surely right to argue that
‘Ethiopia’ instantiated a ‘quest to assert African Americans’
significance in the larger context of world history’ (115). Yet
it is also true that the outlooks of black artists and critics
changed following the early-twentieth-century European
avant-garde ‘discovery’ of wooden masks and figures from
Africa and Oceania c.1905−1914. The sudden renown of
African sculpture helped manifest new, albeit complex,

Figure 6. Meta Warrick Fuller. ‘Ethiopia Awakening’, c.1921.
Bronze, 170.2 × 40.6 × 51 cm. Painting and Sculpture
Collection, Arts & Artifacts Division, Schomburg Center for
Research in Black Culture, New York Public Library (NYPL),
New York; Astor, Lenix and Tilden Foundations. Photo
provided by Schomburg Center, NYPL.
Parallel ideas took shape visually in ‘Ethiopia Awakening’
(1921; Figure 6), a figural sculpture depicting a black
Egyptian queen reviving after centuries of slumber, created
by the African American sculptor Meta Warrick Fuller on
commission from James Weldon Johnson and W E B Du Bois
(Ater 101–05). Fuller met Du Bois during a sojourn in Paris
around the turn of the century. Two decades later, to fill the
latter’s request for a ‘symbolic statue of the emancipation of
the Negro Race’ (qtd. in Ater 101), Fuller mined multiple
sources: Egyptian art in Paris and Boston museums; reports
on ancient Egyptian and Nubian history in the African
American press; well-known allegorical portrayals of Africa by
American sculptors; and the long-running pan-Africanist
discourse known as Ethiopianism, wherein the Bible
prophesied African-descended peoples’ return to their oncegreat status proven by past civilisations (Ater 104–15). Fuller
followed Du Bois’s Ethiopianism to produce a soaring, transhistorical image implying unbroken ties from the twentiethcentury diaspora back to Ancient Egypt, notably Egypt’s
period of Kushite rule by ‘Negro kings’ (712–664BCE) (Ater

Figure 7. Norman Lewis (1909–1979). ‘Bobin Loom’, 1935.
Pastel on sandpaper, 45.7 × 20.3 cm, signed. © Estate of
Norman Lewis, courtesy of Michael Rosenfeld Gallery LLC,
New York, NY.
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Figure 8. Ernest Mancoba. ‘Faith’, spring 1936. Wood,
dimensions unknown, whereabouts unknown. Artwork © The
Estate of Ferlov Mancoba. Image published by permission of
The Estate of Ferlov Mancoba.
assessments of black history. While the vast majority of
African objects entering Western collections around this
time dated to approximately the same period, they were
typically imagined and marketed as centuries-old, even as
African American interpreters began linking them to
modernity in conjunction with their artistic impact on
Europe. That impact revealed another source of cultural
greatness, evidenced in a ‘renaissance’ already unfolding
with the world watching.
As early as 1913, the New York-based black bibliophile
and historian Arthur Schomburg wrote admiringly of a sense
of ‘history’ and ‘race pride’ surrounding the new African
display at New York’s American Museum of Natural History.9
Five years later, Schomburg helped organise an exhibition in
Brooklyn (Schomburg and Browne) that juxtaposed a
selection of West and Central African masks and statuettes
with more than 400 texts by black authors. By the mid1920s, Schomburg pointed to African sculpture’s influence
on European modernism in the essay ‘The Negro Digs Up
His Past’ published in Locke’s New Negro anthology (237).
In the same volume, Locke likewise cited African art’s
influence on the European avant-garde, and argued that
African sculpture should provide a classical visual alphabet
to guide American Negro modernism (‘The Legacy’ 256,
258). Locke’s version of an ‘ancestral’ connection turned out
to be more circumspect than the one proposed by Du Bois
and Fuller. Locke was careful to note that African Americans
would encounter African art ‘in as alienated and
misunderstanding an attitude as the average European
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Westerner’ (255), and he envisioned a cultural rather than
hereditary bond with African art — one that would be
actively forged rather than atavistically retained.
The brand of visual modernism championed by Locke
did not necessarily prove to be mutually exclusive with
Ethiopianism. Aaron Douglas, as we have seen, combined
Ancient Egyptian and Sub-Saharan African forms and
themes. He also fused modernist aesthetics with an
Ethiopianist conception of diaspora, whereby timeless
African culture flowed uninterrupted into modern black
America. Other artists, however, picked up on Locke’s
critical self-consciousness in pondering African art’s
‘legacy’. One such artist was the painter Norman Lewis, who
followed Locke’s recommendations upon visiting a landmark
exhibition of African sculpture at The Museum of Modern Art
(MoMA) in 1935. Apparently based on sketches done in the
MoMA galleries, Lewis executed at least five brightly
coloured pastel drawings of sculptural works shown in stark
isolation against plain backgrounds (see Figure 7).10 Here
fragmentation undermines ‘ancestral’ connection. As art
historian Gwendolyn DuBois Shaw has convincingly argued,
Lewis’s drawings laid bare their objects’ state of
displacement and radical re-contextualisation within the
walls of the museum.
The following year, Ernest Mancoba – the black South
African sculptor and painter whom Masilela has cited as a
‘New African artist’ – first encountered West and Central
African sculpture in Cape Town, in the pages of an
illustrated book that was financed and ghostwritten by the
Philadelphia-based collector Albert C Barnes (Masilela, ‘A
New African Artist’; Guillaume and Munro; Clarke). Following
this revelation, Mancoba first translated canonical African
sculptural aesthetics into his own sculptural compositions
(Figure 8). By late 1938 he had relocated to Paris, where he
turned briefly to non-objective painting before making a
practice of abstracting the already radically stylised
sculptural forms of Kota reliquary figures from Equatorial
Africa. Around the same time, the Senegalese poet and
philosopher Léopold Sédar Senghor, a founder of the
Négritude movement in Paris, wrote ‘What the Black Man
Contributes’, the first in a series of essays outlining the
importance of African art to black modernism. Many modern
artists from Africa would eventually engage with elements of
canonical sculpture or other forms of indigenous material
culture. As African modernisms gathered momentum
following the Second World War, the term ‘renaissance’
surfaced with some regularity to describe the activities of
artists and intellectuals aligned with decolonisation
(Antubam; Diop; Okeke; Onobrakpeya; Pool; Tall).11 These
mid-twentieth-century deployments of ‘renaissance’
supplanted earlier articulations of the term by ‘tradition’obsessed colonial administrators and educators who
themselves claimed to be doing the work of cultural
regeneration (von Sydow, discussed in Okeke-Agulu 60–61;
Brévié 1935, unpublished, discussed in Genova 95).

‘Renaissance’ Theory
As a pervasive idea among artists and critics who
confronted varied forms of oppression in the age of empire,
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‘renaissance’ offers one compelling point of entry into
global art history. Despite the vast range of ‘renaissance’
contexts and limited scope of the present essay, a number
of features come sufficiently into focus to allow for a
concise comparative analysis — or to allow us to attempt to
make more of the ‘global’ than an agglomeration of
differently ‘decentred’ practices. The ‘renaissance’ concept
did not betoken radical anti-colonialism, and its expression
tended to be predictably gendered. But it still brokered a
form of cultural resistance that arguably grew more effective
over time. In its most ambitious scope, the concept lit an
integrative path towards modernity that would not involve
succumbing to any externally imposed state of self-deceit.
The act of recuperating indigenous culture was riddled with
pitfalls, since that enterprise already belonged to Western
science and art. And yet, the same enterprise could also be
exploited to blur and redraw conceptual lines that were
purportedly set in stone. To invent and exalt an unsung
‘race’ was to abandon tribalism for solidarity, including
worldwide. ‘[T]he history of the world,’ wrote Du Bois in
1897,
is the history not of individuals, but of groups, not of
nations, but of races, and he who ignores or seeks to
override the race idea in human history ignores and
overrides the central thought of all history.
(‘The Conservation of Races’ 40)
One way to see ‘renaissance’ is as a march into world
history.
But history on whose terms? The question cannot be
answered definitively because ‘renaissance’ advocates
remained in thrall to their own Others, enchanted as they
were by the possibility of revealing themselves to dominant
outsiders. Focusing on the nahda in Egypt, literary critic
Shaden Tageldin has brilliantly analysed this dynamic as
one of ‘translational seduction’, in which ‘the colonised . . .
seek power through empire rather than against it’ (10).
Building on this insight, ‘renaissance’ practitioners may be
usefully read operating within a dialectic. They were
seduced, in Tageldin’s phrasing, to follow pathways by
which their culture had already received authentication from
Europeans, while on the other hand they launched their own
potentially vital engagements with local traditions in order
to mitigate and redirect the cultural erasures brought about
by colonial rule. Even as Tageldin foregrounds seduction –
driven by a naive search for validation from the wrong
people – the other side of the dialectic more accurately
cleaves – as she also notes – to a deliberate strategy of
calculation. By this calculating logic, Europe’s imprimatur
conferred visibility, and arts from outside the West revealed
new channels for unsettling the status quo.
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Notes
1 ‘There’s a certain artistic pattern that I follow . . . I used
the Egyptian form, that is to say, the head was in
perspective in a profile flat view, the body, shoulders
down to the waist turned half way, the legs were done
also from the side and the feet were also done in a
broad perspective’ (Douglas 123).
2 ‘Oxford University Cosmopolitan Club. Rules.’ Alain
Locke Papers 164-161-7, Moorland-Springarn Research
Center, Howard University (hereafter ALP). For the
approximate date of the Club’s founding, see Locke ‘To
Our Readers’. Accounts of the Cosmopolitan Club
include Green 147–56; Zoeller; Harris and Molesworth
62–80; and Stewart 115–18, 131–32, 142–44, 148–57,
162–65, 171.
3 ‘Seme, Pixley’, Folder 10, Box 285, Historical
Biographical Files, Rare Book and Manuscript Library,
Columbia University Archives.
4 Bankim’s description of the statue derives from the first
episode of the sixth-century Devi Mahatmya, in which
the Mother awakens a sleeping Vishnu to destroy two
threatening demons.
5 On the complicated question of whether or to what
degree Bankim’s nationalism excluded Muslims, see
Gupta, ‘Bankimchandra’ 75–76; Mukherjee and Maddern
9–11; and Lipner in Chatterji, Anandamath 72–84.
6 In an excerpt from a paper on ‘Cosmopolitanism’, Locke
argued that those who value cosmopolitanism for its own
sake ‘seem to be misled by a false analogy much after the
fashion of the man who travels to “enlarge his horizon” . . .
we carry our horizons with us and are unable to see
through any eyes other than our own’ (‘Epilogue’ 16).
7 Farid Nameh, Hamed El Alaily and Satya V. Mukerjea to
Locke, 18 May [1908?], ALP 164-160-21. On the Oriental
Club see also Harris and Molesworth 79; Stewart 155.
8 ‘The Constitution of the African Union Society’, ALP 164160-29.
9 Arthur Schomburg to John Edward Bruce, 2 June 1913,
page 2, item 19, reel 1, box 1, Sc Micro R 905 MG11,
John Edward Bruce Papers, Research and Reference
Division, Schomburg Center for Research in Black
Culture, New York.
10 A verso inscription by the artist reads: ‘Bobin Loom,
Ivory Coast, Baule’. Gagliardi (58–59 Cat. 40) attributes
the object to a Senufo artist. See also Sweeney 36 Cat.
139, np Cat. 139.
11 See also G Tchernova, ‘Recherches de nouvelles voies
de développement des arts plastiques et artisanaux en
Afrique tropicale. IIe Congrès International des
Africanistes. Communication de la délégation de l’URSS’,
1967, bi III, Archives Nationales du Sénégal; and Selby
Mvusi, ‘The Social Significance of the Arts in Africa
Today’, 1961, AHB 2191, MoMA Archives.
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